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Abstract Learning Disability (LD) is a neurological con-
dition that affects a child’s brain and impairs his ability to
carry out one or many specific tasks. LD affects about 15 %
of children enrolled in schools. The prediction of LD is a
vital and intricate job. The aim of this paper is to design an
effective and powerful tool, using the two intelligent methods
viz., Artificial Neural Network and Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy
Inference System, for measuring the percentage of LD that
affected in school-age children. In this study, we are propos-
ing some soft computing methods in data preprocessing for
improving the accuracy of the tool as well as the classifier.
The data preprocessing is performed through Principal Com-
ponent Analysis for attribute reduction and closest fit algo-
rithm is used for imputing missing values. The main idea in
developing the LD prediction tool is not only to predict the
LD present in children but also to measure its percentage
along with its class like low or minor or major. The sys-
tem is implemented in Mathworks Software MatLab 7.10.
The results obtained from this study have illustrated that the
designed prediction system or tool is capable of measuring
the LD effectively.
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1 Introduction

The term Data Mining or Knowledge Discovery in Data-
bases, has been adopted for a field of research dealing with
the automatic discovery of implicit information or knowl-
edge within databases (Julie and Pramod 2008; Sally and
Holmes 1999). Data mining is a collection of techniques for
efficient automated discovery of previously unknown, valid,
novel, useful and understandable patterns in large databases.
According to a widely accepted formal definition given sub-
sequently, data mining is the non trivial extraction of implicit
previously unknown and potentially useful information about
data (Frawley and Piaatetsky 1996). In recent years the sizes
of databases has increased rapidly. This has lead to a grow-
ing interest in the development of tools capable in the auto-
matic extraction of knowledge from data. Diverse fields such
as marketing, customer relationship management, engineer-
ing, medicine, crime analysis, expert prediction, web min-
ing and mobile computing besides others utilize data mining
(Hsinchun et al. 2005). A majority of areas related to med-
ical services such as prediction of effectiveness of surgical
procedures, medical tests, medication and the discovery of
relationship among clinical and diagnosis data also make use
of data mining methodologies (Chapple 1995).

Learning disability (LD) is a general term that describes
specific kinds of learning problems. It is a neurological con-
dition that affects a child’s brain and impairs his ability to
carry out one or many specific tasks (Julie and Balakrishnan
2010a). The LD affected children are neither slow nor men-
tally retarded (Blackwell Synergy 2007). An affected child
can have normal or above average intelligence. They may
have difficulty paying attention, with reading or letter recog-
nition, or with mathematics. It does not mean that children
who have learning disabilities are less intelligent. In fact,
many children who have learning disabilities are more intel-
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ligent than the average child. Mental retardation, emotional
disorders and poor socioeconomic status are not considered
as learning disabilities. The main thing to remember when
learning disabilities are discussed is that with proper inter-
vention, teaching and learning techniques, a child with spe-
cial needs related to one of these disabilities can succeed in
school. This is why a child with a LD is often wrongly labeled
as being smart but lazy. The LD can cause a child to have trou-
ble in learning and using certain skills. The skills most often
affected are: reading, writing, listening, speaking, reasoning
and doing math (Julie and Balakrishnan 2010a). Learning
disabilities vary from child to child. One child with LD may
not have the same kind of learning problems as another child
with LD. There is no cure for learning disabilities (Chap-
ple 1995; Julie and Balakrishnan 2011a). They are life-long.
However, children with LD can be high achievers and can
be taught ways to get around the LD. With the right help,
children with LD can and do learn successfully.

Neuro fuzzy system combines the learning capabilities
of neural networks with the linguistic rule interpretation of
fuzzy inference systems (Rahib et al. 2005). The field of
neural network was originally kindled by psychologists and
neurobiologists who sought to develop and test computa-
tional analogous of neurons. A Neural Network is a set of
connected input or output units in which each connection
has a weight associated with it. During the learning phase,
the network learns by adjusting the weights so as to be able
to predict the correct class label of input tuples (Han et al.
2011). An advantage of neural network is their high tolerance
of noisy data as well as their ability to classify patterns on
which they have not been trained. They can be used when we
have little knowledge of the relationship between attributes
and classes. They are well suited for continuous valued inputs
and outputs, unlike most decision tree algorithm. They have
been successful on a wide array of real world data, includ-
ing hand written character recognition, laboratory medicine
and pathology. Neural network algorithms are used the par-
allelization technique to speed up the computation process.
In addition, several techniques have recently been developed
for the extraction of rule from trained neural network. These
factors contribute towards the usefulness of neural network
for classification and prediction in data mining (Han et al.
2011).

In this study, we are using the two techniques viz. Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) and Adoptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference
System (ANFIS) for the prediction of learning disabilities in
school age children. Technological analysis tries to model
and simulate as accurately as possible the prediction of learn-
ing disabilities by different techniques. Works are composed
by computing units interconnected so that each neuron can
send and receive signals to or from others neural networks are
a good answer for the modeling of distributed nonlinear sys-
tem. As their design is based on the human brain, they were

made to acquire knowledge through learning. Neuro fuzzy
system is a combination of ANN and fuzzy systems (Han et
al. 2011). These systems’ most prominent feature is to learn-
ing from examples or training sets. Fuzzy logic was found
by Lofti A. Zadeh in 1965. It is based on the idea that sets
are not crisp but some are fuzzy and these can be modeled in
linguistic human terms such as low, minor and major in the
case of LD presence. In fuzzy systems rules can be formu-
lated using these linguistic expressions and they are applied
to the LD problem. The ANN and ANFIS offer powerful
method to predict LD. ANN learns from scratch by adjusting
the interconnections between layers. FIS is a popular com-
puting framework based on the concept of fuzzy set theory,
fuzzy if-then rules, and fuzzy reasoning. The advantages of
a combination of ANN and FIS are obvious (Ajith 2001).
Neural networks are one among the widely recognized artifi-
cial intelligence machine learning models. A general convic-
tion is that the number of parameters in the network needs to
be associated with the number of data points and the expres-
sive power of the network (Shantakumar and Kumaraswamy
2009). Here the ANN is used to predict whether the child has
LD or NOT, but ANFIS predicts not only the presence of LD
but also its percentage and class viz. low, minor or major. It is
very important because we cannot easily say the percentage
of LD present in each child. So the developed system is an
effective tool in prediction of LD. The underlying principle
of fuzzy has the ability to treat non precise and uncertain
function, as neural networks may be identified by measuring
of input and output signals of the process. The neuro fuzzy
networks combine the fuzzy reasoning with neural networks.
The basic idea of neuro-fuzzy methods is that the parameters
of fuzzy system are computed through learning methods and
knowledge data sets. The learning methods are the same as
that are used by neural networks.

The purpose of this research paper is to design a predic-
tion tool using ANN and ANFIS methods, with an empha-
sis in data mining, for prediction and measurement of LD
in school age children and also determine the importance
of preprocessing in classification. The remaining paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 describes elaborately about
LD. The proposed methodology is explained in Sect. 3. The
design of the proposed tool using ANN and ANFIS meth-
ods is explained in Sect. 4. The result analysis and findings
and comparison of results are explained in Sects. 5 and 6
respectively. Finally, Sect. 7 deals with conclusion and future
research works.

2 Learning disability

Learning disability is a classification including several dis-
orders in which a child has difficulty learning in a typical
manner, usually caused by an unknown factor or factors.
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The unknown factor is the disorder that affects the brain’s
ability to receive and process information. This disorder can
make it problematic for a child to learn as quickly or in the
same way as some child who isn’t affected by a LD. Learn-
ing disabilities are formally defined in many ways in many
countries. However, they usually contain three essential ele-
ments: a discrepancy clause, an exclusion clause and an etio-
logic clause (Julie and Balakrishnan 2011b). The discrepancy
clause states there is a significant disparity between aspects of
specific functioning and general ability; the exclusion clause
states the disparity is not primarily due to intellectual, physi-
cal, emotional, or environmental problems; and the etiologic
clause speaks to causation involving genetic, biochemical, or
neurological factors.

Specific learning disabilities have been recognized in
some countries for much of the 20th century, in other coun-
tries only in the latter half of the century, and yet not at all
in other places (Julie and Balakrishnan 2011a). These may
be detected only after a child begins school and faces diffi-
culties in acquiring basic academic skills. Even where they
have been recognized, the amount of help available varies.
There are also certain clues, most relate to elementary school
tasks, because learning disabilities tend to be identified in
elementary school, which may mean a child has a LD. A
child probably won’t show all of these signs, or even most
of them (Julie and Balakrishnan 2010b). Almost three mil-
lion children (ages 6 through 21) have some form of a LD
and receive special education in school (Blackwell Synergy
2007). In fact, over half of all children who receive special
education have a LD (Chapple 1995).

Even though LD is not indicative of intelligence level, the
problems of children with specific learning disabilities have
been a cause of concern to parents and teachers for some time.
A LD cannot be cured or fixed (Rod 2002). Learning disabil-
ities affect children both academically and socially (Julie and
Balakrishnan 2010a). There is no one sign that shows a child
has a LD (Julie and Balakrishnan 2011b). Experts look for
a noticeable difference between how well a child does in
school and how well he or she could do, given his or her
intelligence or ability. However, if a child shows a number of
these problems, then parents and the teachers should consider
the possibility that the child has a LD. If a child has unex-
pected problems to read, write, listen, speak, or do math, then
teachers and parents may want to investigate more. The same
is true, if the child is struggling to do any one of these skills.
The child may need to be evaluated to see, if he or she has
a learning disability. LD is real and a stumbling block for a
nation’s development process.

The most frequent clause used in determining whether a
child has a LD is the difference between areas of functioning.
When a child shows a great disparity between those areas of
functioning in which she or he does well and those in which
considerable difficulty is experienced, this child is described

as having a LD (Hsinchun et al. 2005; Julie and Balakrish-
nan 2010c). When a LD is suspected based on parent and/or
teacher observations, a formal evaluation of the child is nec-
essary. A parent can request this evaluation, or the school
might advise it. Parental consent is needed before a child can
be tested (Julie and Pramod 2008). Many types of assess-
ment tests are available. Child’s age and the type of problem
determines the tests that child needs. Just as there are many
different types of LDs, there are a variety of tests that may be
done to pinpoint the problem. A complete evaluation often
begins with a physical examination and testing to rule out any
visual or hearing impairment (Crealock and Kronick 1993).
Depending on the type and severity of the disability, interven-
tions may be used to help the individual learn strategies that
will foster future success. Some interventions can be quite
simplistic, while others are intricate and complex. Teachers
and parents will be a part of the intervention in terms of
how they aid the individual in successfully completing dif-
ferent tasks. School psychologists quite often help to design
the intervention and coordinate the execution of the inter-
vention with teachers and parents (Julie and Balakrishnan
2011c). Pediatricians are often called on to diagnose specific
learning disabilities in school-age children. Many other pro-
fessionals can be involved in the testing process. The purpose
of any evaluation for LDs is to determine child’s strengths
and weaknesses and to understand how he or she best learns
and where they have difficulty (Julie and Balakrishnan 2009).
The information gained from an evaluation is crucial for find-
ing out how the parents and the school authorities can provide
the best possible learning environment for the child.

3 Proposed methodology

The aim of the proposed research work is to develop a predic-
tion tool and thereby effectively predict LD and accurately
measure its percentage and also determine the importance
of preprocessing in classification. The LD prediction tool is
designed using the two intelligent methods namely ANN and
ANFIS. After applying the data preprocessing, using closest
fit algorithm and Principal Component Analysis (PCA), on
the data set, the classification methods ANN and ANFIS are
applied. A Graphical User Interface (GUI) form is designed
in MatLab 7.10. This form contains different text buttons,
which performs the functions contained in it while enabling
them. The knowledge obtained from the training is used to
predict the new data along with the presence of LD and its per-
centage. In order to make the data appropriate for the mining
process, it needs to be preprocessed. In data preprocessing
stage, the redundant data or some attributes are unwanted or
repetitions of some other attributes are removed, the number
of attributes is reduced and the missing values are imputed. In
the tool design, we are using closest fit algorithm for miss-
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ing value imputation and PCA for attribute reduction. The
designed tool provides children information collection area
which saves the details of the children in the student data-
base. The system flowchart shown at Fig. 1 below represents
the proposed methodology adopted in this study. The main
stages of information processing adopted in the study include
data preprocessing, mining of data and knowledge obtained
for the prediction. The information processing stages and
variables that affect the prediction of LD are shown in Fig. 2
below.

Even though the methods adopted in the study are not new,
it has greater relevance in the present field of application per-
taining to the system related to the prediction of LD. Even
if, data preprocessing improves the quality of data generally,
as we consider the environment of the assessment procedure
for LD prediction, the closest fit algorithm is very precise in
imputing missing values in the LD data set and hence very
suitable in the present context. A general and very recogniz-
able method viz. PCA is the next preprocessing method of

DATA 
SETS 

ATTRIBUTE 
REDUCTION 
USING PCA 

CLASSIFICATION 
USING ANN & ANFIS 

METHODS 
RESULTS OF LD 

DATA 
PREPROCESSING 

USING CLOSEST FIT 

Fig. 1 System flowchart

attribute reduction adopted in the study. Here, we consider
the relevance of PCA for identifying the appropriate symp-
toms for getting the accurate results. In the case of general
assessment of LD, different checklists are used. In view of
the fact that, the symptoms of LD are different from person
to person, we cannot recognize which check list is more suit-
able because it contains large number of symptoms related
to LD and each one has its own significance. In this study,
by applying PCA, we are not deleting any of the symptoms
of LD but arranging them in the order of precedence or rank.
From the ranked order of the symptoms, we are selecting the
high ranked ones as they have very good contributions to the
LD prediction. Through the implementation of these con-
cepts with two well known classifiers viz. ANN and ANFIS,
a suitable system for prediction especially for medical sys-
tem can be designed. This concept is exploited in developing
the learning disability prediction system in the present study.

3.1 Data sets

Data mining techniques are useful for predicting and under-
standing the frequent signs and symptoms of behavior of LD.
There are different types of learning disabilities. If we study
the signs and symptoms of LD, which are the attributes in
our study, we can easily predict which of the attributes in the
data set are more related to the LD. The first task to handle
learning disability is the construction of a database consist-
ing of the signs, characteristics and level of difficulties faced
by the children. Data mining can be used as a tool for ana-

LD GUI 

DATA 
SETS

STUDENTS  
DATA BASE 

MISSING VALUE 
IMPUTING

TRAINING 

DATA PRE- 
PROCESSING

PCA

LD FALSE 

PREDICTION  
OF LD 

CLASSIFICATION

ANN 

ANFIS 

PERCENTAGE 
OF LD 

TESTING 

LD TRUE  

Fig. 2 Information processing stages and variables
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Table 1 List of attributes

S. No. Attribute Signs and symptoms of LD

1 DR Difficulty with reading

2 DS Difficulty with spelling

3 DH Difficulty with handwriting

4 DWE Difficulty with written expression

5 DBA Difficulty with basic arithmetic skills

6 DHA Difficulty with higher arithmetic skills

7 DA Difficulty with attention

8 ED Easily distracted

9 DM Difficulty with memory

10 LM Lack of motivation

11 DSS Difficulty with study skills

12 DNS Does not like school

13 DLL Difficulty in learning a language

14 DLS Difficulty in learning a subject

15 STL Slow to learn

16 RG Repeated a grade

lyzing complex decision tables associated with the learning
disabilities. Our goal is to provide concise and accurate set
of diagnostic attributes which can be implemented in a user
friendly and automated fashion. After identifying the depen-
dencies between these diagnostic attributes, classification is
performed using ANN and ANFIS classifiers. A checklist is
used to investigate the presence of LD. This checklist is a
series of questions that are general indicators of learning dis-
abilities. It is not a screening activity or an assessment, but
a checklist to focus our understanding of LD. The attributes
used in this study are, the same signs and symptoms of learn-
ing disabilities used in LD clinics. The attributes used in the
study are listed in Table 1 above. In this study, we are used
about 1,020 real world datasets. The data is collected from
LD clinics and schools in and around Cochin, India. After
conducting direct interview with the children, with the help
of teachers and/or parents as required, the LD check list is
filled, which is ultimately used for preparing the data for
conducting the study.

3.2 Data preprocessing

Before the data is analyzed by neural network, it has to be
preprocessed in order to increase the accuracy of output and
to facilitate the learning process of neural network. Data pre-
processing is a broad area and consists of a number of differ-
ent strategies and techniques that are interrelated in complex
ways (Tan et al. 2008). This is a critical operation since neural
networks are pattern matches, thus the way data are repre-
sented directly influence their behavior. Data pre-processing
is a step to be applied to make the data more suitable for data

mining. Data preprocessing means the data be pre processed
in order to help improve the quality of the data and con-
sequently of the mining results. There are number of data
preprocessing techniques which include data cleaning, data
integration, data transformation, data reduction, etc. In this
system, we are applying two cases (i) imputing missing val-
ues and (ii) data reduction for which we are using two tech-
niques, closest fit algorithm and PCA for imputing missing
values and reduction of attributes respectively.

The different process exist in the preprocessing stage are
dimensionality reductions, feature subset selection, removal
of noise from the data, imputing the missing data, etc. In the
case of LD datasets, the checklist is the only one assessment
for the prediction of LD. As it depends on the mood of child,
we cannot obtain a checklist filled in all respects. Incomplete,
noisy and inconsistent data are commonplace properties of
large real world. Incomplete data can occur for a number
of reasons. On assessment of LD, relevant data may not be
recorded due to misunderstanding. Our aim is to apply the
preprocessing step to make our data more suitable for data
mining. Many data mining approaches can be modified to
ignore missing values. The main idea of the closest fit, applied
to a case with missing attribute values based on searching
through the set of all cases, considered as vectors of attributes,
for a case that is the most similar to the given case. There are
two possible ways to looking for a case that is the closest:
we may search in the same class or the entire set of all cases
including those with missing attribute values.

3.3 Imputing missing values by closest fit algorithm

Many data mining approaches including ANN are usually
ignoring either the case having a attribute with missing values
or the attribute having the missing value. In this study, we
are applied the closest fit algorithm for imputing the missing
values. The closest fit algorithm for missing attribute value
is based on replacing a missing attribute value by existing
values of the same attribute in another case that resembles as
much as possible the case with the missing attribute values
(Grzymala-Busse et al. 2001). In searching for the closest fit
case, we need to compare two vectors of attribute values of
the given case with missing attribute values and of a searched
case. In a case where any attribute values are missing, we may
look for the closest fitting case within that case or among all
cases, and then these algorithms are called concept closest fit
or global closest fit respectively. On another way, the search
can be performed on cases with missing attribute values or
among cases without missing attribute values. During the
search, the entire training set is scanned and for each case
a distance is computed. The case for which the distance is
the smallest is the closest fitting case. That case is used to
determine the missing attribute values. We have implemented
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the closest fit algorithm using MatLab. The concept of finding
the distance of two vectors cases is given below:

Let e and e′ be the two cases from the training set.
The distance between cases e and e′ is computed as fol-

lows;

n∑

i=1

distance (ei, e′
i), where

distance (ei, e′
i) = 0 if ei = e′

i,

distance(ei, e′
i) = 1 if ei and e′

i are symbolic and ei �= e′
i or

ei = ? or e′
i = ? and

distance(ei, e′
i) = 1 − |ei−e′

i||ai−bi| if ei and e′
i are numbers and

ei �= e′
i, where, ai is the maximum of values of Ai, bi is the

minimum of values of Ai and Ai is an attribute.

3.4 Data reduction using principal component analysis

Principal Component Analysis is a quantitatively rigorous
method for achieving the simplification of dimensionality
reduction (Han et al. 2011). Principal components are new
set of variables which are generated by the application of this
method. Each principal component is a linear combination
of the original variables. There will not be any redundant
information as all the principal components are orthogonal
to each other. The principal components as a whole form
an orthogonal basis for the space of the data. An orthogonal
basis for several columns of data can be constructed by an
infinite number of ways. The first principal component is a
single axis in space. When each observation on that axis will
be projected a new variable is formed by the resulting values
and the variance of this variable is the maximum among all
possible choices of the first axis. The second principal com-
ponent, which is perpendicular to the first, is another axis
in space. Projecting the observations on this axis generates
another new variable. The variance of this variable is the
maximum among all possible choices of this second axis.

The data to be reduced consists of tuples or data vec-
tors described by n attributes or dimensions are called PCA
(Han et al. 2011). The PCA searches for k n-dimensional
orthogonal vectors that can be used to represent the data
where k < n. The original data are thus projected onto a
much smaller space, resulting in dimensionality reduction.
The basic procedures behind PCA are (i) the inputs data are
normalized, so that each attribute falls within the same range.
This helps ensure that attributes with large domains will not
dominate attributes with smaller domains, (ii) PCA computes
principal components; and (iii) the principal components are
sorted in order of decreasing strength. Dimensionality reduc-
tion is accomplished by choosing enough Eigen vectors to
account for some percentage of the variance in the original

data. Attribute noise is filtered by transforming to the prin-
cipal component space, eliminating some of the worst Eigen
vectors and then transforming back to the original. In PCA,
the eigenvectors are conventionally arranged so that the one
with the largest Eigen value is first, which is equivalent the
largest variance being first. In our study, we have used the LD
data sets having 16 attributes. When we study this dataset, it
is seen that some of the attributes are irrelevant. These irrev-
erent attributes are removed by applying the PCA using Mat
Lab and the number of attributes is reduced to seven. When
we run the PCA algorithm in Mat Lab on 1,020 data set, we
got the list of seven ranked reduced attributes of LD as given
under:

mPca =
0.4285
0.4938
0.1497
0.3946
0.2327
0.2091
0.3190
0.3907
0.2799
0.3778
0.3080
0.2195
0.3613
0.0767
0.3725
0.1075

eigNum = 16
ans = ‘DR’ ‘DS’ ‘DWE’ ‘ED’ ‘LM’ ‘DLL’
‘STL’

4 Design of the proposed tool

The proposed tool for determining LD is designed based on
ANN and ANFIS. The design and working of these two intel-
ligent methods in designing the proposed tool are explained
below.

4.1 Proposed tool based on artificial neural network

There are several common methods or techniques in data
mining, such as statistical analysis, rough sets, covering pos-
itive and rejecting inverse cases, fuzzy method, neural net-
work etc., which are used for classification (Xiangun 2008).
The neural network can be broadly divided in to three viz.
feed forward networks, feedback network and self organiza-
tion network. At present neural network that commonly used
in data mining is back propagation network.
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ANN architecture is known to be strong function approxi-
mation for prediction and classification problems. It is capa-
ble of learning arbitrarily complex nonlinear functions to
an arbitrary accuracy level. The back propagation algorithm
performs learning on a multilayer feed forward neural net-
work. It iteratively learns a set of weights for prediction of
the class label of tuples. A multilayer feed forward neural
network consists of an input layer, one or more hidden lay-
ers and an output layer. Each layer is made up of units. The
input to the network corresponds to the attribute measured
for each training tuple. The inputs are fed simultaneously
into the units making up the input layer. These input pass
through the input layer and are then weighted and fed simul-
taneously to a second layer known as hidden layer. The out-
put of the hidden layer units can be input of another hid-
den layer and so on. The weighted outputs of the last hid-
den layer are input to units making up the output layer. This
emits the network’s prediction for given tuples. To compute
the net input to the unit, each input connected to the unit is
multiplied by its corresponding weight, and this is summed.
Each unit in the hidden and output layers takes its net input
and then applies an activation function to it. The function
symbolizes the activation of the neuron represented by the
unit (Han et al. 2011). Back propagation learns iteratively
processing a data set of training tuples, comparing the net-
work’s prediction for each tuple with the actual known tar-
gets value known as class labels. Each training tuple, the
weights are modified so as to minimize the mean squared
error between the network prediction and the actual target
value. These modifications are made in the backward direc-
tion.

Artificial Neural Network can be described as a neural net-
work model capable of mapping sets of input data on to a set
of appropriate output. It is an alteration of the typical linear
perceptron where it employs one or more layers of neurons
with non-linear activation functions. The primary task of the
neuron in the input layer is the division of the input signal
among neurons in the hidden layer. Every neuron in the hid-
den layer adds up its input signals and weights them with the
strength of the respective connections from the input layer
and determines its output as a function. The back propagation
algorithm is used to train the neural networks. It is widely
recognized for applications to layered feed forward networks
or multilayer perceptrons (Savcovic 1994). The architecture
consists of 16 attributes and two output nodes. The output
nodes obtained are LD-false and LD-true. The main advan-
tage of the neural network is its flexibility with multiple data
and its main drawback is long time required for training feed
forward network with back propagation training algorithm
(Tarafdar and Najafi 2005). Neural network consists of num-
ber of independent processors or neurons that communicate
with each other via weighted connections (Gray and George
1999).

ANN is capable of learning arbitrarily complex nonlinear
functions to an arbitrary accuracy level. It iteratively learns
a set of weights for prediction of the class label of tuples. A
multilayer feed forward neural network consists of an input
layer, one or more hidden layers and an output layer. Each
layer is made up of units. The inputs are fed simultaneously
into the units making up the input layer. The output of the
hidden layer units can be input of another hidden layer and
so on. The weighted outputs of the last hidden layer are input
to units making up the output layer. This emits the network’s
prediction for given tuples. Back propagation learns itera-
tively processing a data set of training tuples, comparing the
network’s prediction for each tuple with the actual known
targets value known as class labels. Each training tuple, the
weights are modified so as to minimize the mean squared
error between the network prediction and the actual target
value. These modifications are made in the backward direc-
tion. ANN model is capable of mapping sets of input data on
to a set of appropriate output. It is an alteration of the typi-
cal linear perceptron where it employs one or more layers of
neurons with non-linear activation functions.

The gradient descent back propagation with adaptive
learning is used for the performance measures using the sum
squared error. A sum squared error is a measure of how well
the back propagation trained neural network is doing at a
particular point during its learning. It is obtained by adding
up the sum-squared errors for each output neuron. The error
is propagated backward by updating the weights and biases
to reflect the error of the network prediction.

For a unit in the output layer, the error Err is computed
by the equation, Err = O(1 − O)(T − O), where O is the
actual output of a unit and T is the non-target value of the
given training tuple. O(1 − O) is the derivative of logistic
function.

At present neural network that commonly used in data
mining is back propagation network. Neural network archi-
tecture is known to be strong function approximation for pre-
diction and classification problems. Back propagation Neural
Network is one of the most widely used neural network
model, with extensive applications in function approxima-
tion. It composed of three layers, viz. input, hidden and out-
put (Weixiang et al. 2008). The training process of the ANN
used in this study is shown in Fig. 3 below.

The neural network train tool shows the input, output and
hidden layers. We are provided the maximum epoch, 5,000
iterations, for yielding more accurate results and best perfor-
mance, which are executed the training in 1.28 s, setting a
performance of 151. One of the best training performances
obtained from the NN train tool is shown in Fig. 4 below.

The gradient of 1.14e−07 used in the back propagation
search for a set of weights that fits the training data so as
to minimize the mean squared distance between the network
class prediction and the known target value of the tuple. The
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Fig. 3 Training process

Fig. 4 Best training performance

validation check is 0. The learning rate obtained is 0.14636
which is well between 0.0 and 1.0. The performance of
the training, ie. the gradient, validation checks and learning
rate obtained are represented in Fig. 5 below. The training
stops when the 5,000 epochs has expired. The knowledge
so obtained from this training process is used to predict the
learning disability of a new client.

The knowledge obtained after training the neural network
with 507 cases is used for testing other 513 new cases. The
result thus obtained shows 99.03 % accuracy. The result
obtained when we run the training program of neural network
in MatLab is shown under. The testing results are shown in
Table 2 below.

A GUI is designed in MatLab 7.10 for the proposed LD
tool in ANN as shown in Fig. 6 below. This form contains dif-

ferent text buttons, which performs the functions contained
in it while enabling them. The system is designed such that,
the intelligent methods to be used can be selected from the
scroll bar. The details about the children are saved in the
student database of the designed tool. In the designed GUI,
the Student Data such as name, DOB, sex, standard, etc. are
entered first. When the FILE button in the GUI is enabled,
the trained data set is loaded into the system. Then the data
pre processing and training are performed. Thereafter from
the 16 attributes or signs and symptoms of LD, which is/are
applicable in the case, is given and testing is performed. Out
of 1,020 real world dataset, we have taken 507 dataset for
carrying out training process and the remaining for testing
purpose. We have obtained the results of LD prediction as
TRUE or FALSE and we have compared it with the actual.
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Fig. 5 Representation of gradient, validation check and learning rate

Table 2 Testing results of ANN

S. No. Particulars Numbers

1 Data set used for training 507

2 Number of data set used for testing 513

3 Number of instances correctly classified 508

4 Number of instances incorrectly classified 5

From the study, we have obtained 99.03 % accuracy in LD
prediction.

4.2 Proposed tool based on adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference
system

The ANFIS derives its name from adaptive neuro fuzzy infer-
ence system. Using a given input or output data set, ANFIS
construct a fuzzy inference system whose membership func-
tion parameters are tuned using a back propagation algo-
rithm. This adjustment allows the fuzzy system to learn from
the data we are modeling. Neural network provide learning
capacity and ability for generalization, on the other side fuzzy
logic provide a logical reasoning based on inference rules.
The combination of neural and fuzzy has the ability to learn
linguistic rules or membership functions. To create a linguis-
tic variable or membership functions based on training with a
set of data values presented to these models. In order to build
a set of fuzzy rules, at least the initial membership function
must be defined. There are two very common approaches, one
of them consists on the parametric description of the mem-

bership functions, and parameters must be optimized during
the learning process and the second proposal where a neural
network is used to generate membership values according to
the input data. The first option is most used. The fuzzy sets
have a membership function associated and which defines
the distribution of the membership grade for the sets. Fuzzy
logic system does not possess any inherent method of learn-
ing. It is the expert’s knowledge that makes the fuzzy system
work to satisfaction. The design and development of neuro
fuzzy approach for prediction of LD includes creations of
membership function, fuzzy rule system and fuzzy inference
system, ANFIS training and prediction as represented in the
flowchart given in Fig. 7 below.

4.2.1 Creation of membership function

Three membership functions or linguistic variable such as
low, minor and major are defined here. Seven attributes
extracted from the check list using dimensionality reduction
method PCA and probability LD are the inputs given to the
system. Only one output, LD, is there. Each of the inputs
has two membership functions viz. MF1 and MF2 and the
output has three membership functions viz. MF1, MF2 and
MF3. The details of input and output membership functions
are shown in Tables 3 and 4 respectively.

The input membership function editor of one of the seven
extracted attributes, DS, and that of probability LD are shown
below in Figs. 8 and 9 respectively. In our research work, the
membership function of output variable in LD prediction is
obtained as shown in Fig. 10 below.
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Fig. 6 Designed GUI of LD
tool in ANN

Fig. 7 Neuro fuzzy system flowchart for LD prediction

Table 3 Details of input membership functions

Name of MF Type of MF Range of MF

MF1 trapmf [−0.164 −0.0198 0.4352 0.556]

MF2 trapmf [0.45 0.597 1.07010582010582 1.17]

4.2.2 Creation of fuzzy rule system

The rule viewer of fuzzy inference system formed based on
the relationship existing between input and output of LD is
shown in Fig. 11 below. Fuzzy systems are characterized by
fuzzy sets and fuzzy IF-THEN rules (Rahib et al. 2005). The
fuzzy sets have a membership function associated with it,
which defines the distribution of the membership grades for

Table 4 Details of output membership functions

Name of MF Type of MF Range of MF

MF1—LOW trimf [0.0071 0.0992063492063491 0.234]

MF2—MINOR trimf [0.302936507936508
0.507936507936508
0.71031746031746]

MF3—MAJOR trimf [0.842544973544973
0.908544973544974
1.00354497354497]

the set. The LD prediction can be determined based on the
status of the attribute. The fuzzy system can be optimized by
either manually or by using suitable optimization techniques.

In our system, the loaded data set is evaluated by initial
fuzzy inference system. This contains 26 rules for defining
and tuning the parameters of membership function. After
generating the new fuzzy inference system 243 rules are con-
tained in ANFIS. Some of the rules of LD prediction defined
by us in this system are shown below.

If (LD is MF3) then (Output1 is MF3)
If (LM) is MF3 and (LD is MF2) then (Output1 is MF2)
If (ED is MF3) and (LD is MF2) then (Output1 is MF2)
If (DWE is MF3) and (LD is MF2) then (Output1 is MF2)

In more complex domains, even an expert may not
be able to provide error free data or knowledge. Here
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Fig. 8 Input membership function of attribute DS

Fig. 9 Input membership function of LD

Fig. 10 Membership function of output variable LD

a neuro fuzzy system could be used to learn to tune
the system and reject redundant rules. A neuro fuzzy
system has layers that embedded in the fuzzy system.
The basic idea of neuro fuzzy method is that the para-

meters of fuzzy system are computed through learning
methods, knowing data sets. The learning methods are
same as those used by neural networks (Simona et al.
2008).
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Fig. 11 The rule viewer of the
system

4.2.3 Creation of fuzzy inference system

The basic structure of the fuzzy inference system seen thus
far is a model that maps input characteristics to input mem-
bership functions, input membership function to rules, rules
to a set of output characteristics, output characteristics to out-
put membership functions and the output membership func-
tion to a single-valued output or a decision associated with
the output (Sivarao et al. 2009). Neuro fuzzy systems, con-
sists of sets of rules and inference systems combined with
a connectionist structure for optimization and adaptation to
given data. The neuro-adaptive learning method works sim-
ilarly to that of neural networks. It provides a method for the
fuzzy modeling procedure to learn information about a data
set. Fuzzy logic toolbox software in Matlab computes the
membership function parameters that best allow the associ-
ated fuzzy inference system to track the given input or output
data. The Fuzzy logic toolbox function that accomplishes this
membership function parameter adjustment is called ANFIS.
The structure of initial fuzzy inference system used for cre-
ating the newFIS is shown in Table 5 below and the fuzzy
inference system viewer is shown in Fig. 12 below.

4.2.4 Structure of ANFIS

The Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System is a fuzzy infer-
ence system implemented in the frame work of an adaptive
neural network by using a hybrid learning procedure. ANFIS

Table 5 Structure of initial fuzzy inference system

Name=new1 Type = mamdani

Version=2.0 Num Inputs = 8

Num Outputs=1 Number rules = 26

And Method=min Or Method=max

Imp Method=min Agg Method=max

Defuzz Method=centroid —

Fig. 12 Fuzzy inference system viewer

can construct an input–output mapping based on both human
knowledge as fuzzy IF THEN rules and approximate mem-
bership function from the stipulated input-output data pairs
for neural network training. This procedure of developing a
FIS using the framework of adaptive neural network is called
an ANFIS (Sidda et al. 2009). Five network layers are used
by ANFIS to perform the following fuzzy inference steps.

(i) Input fuzzification
(ii) Fuzzy set data base construction
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(iii) Fuzzy rule base construction
(iv) Decision making and
(v) Output defuzzification.

The ANFIS architecture is shown in Fig. 13 below (Jang et
al. 2008). The functions of each layer of ANFIS architecture
are explained in Table 6 there under.

The new fuzzy inference system contains 243 rules with
three member ship functions contained in ANFIS. Some of
the rules of LD prediction defined by us in this system are
shown in Sect. 4.2.2. The ANFIS architecture contains dif-
ferent layers as shown in Fig. 13. Each layer is associated
with a particular function. The output of each layer is the
input of next layer. The input, output and process of each
layer are explained, in detail, in Table 7. The layers of neuro
fuzzy system has embedded in the fuzzy system and the para-
meters are computed through the learning methods which
are same as those used by neural networks. The mechanism
of network of ANFIS is shown in Fig. 14. Details of input
membership functions and output membership functions are
given at Tables 3 and 4 respectively. The pattern of various
membership functions are as shown in Figs. 8, 9 and 10.

Fig. 13 ANFIS architecture

Table 6 Functions of ANFIS architecture layers

Layer Functions

Layer 1 This layer accepts the inputs and transition it the input
values to layer 2

Layer 2 This is the membership function node. Nodes in this
layer correspond to linguistic variables of the input
variable in layer 1. The membership value specifying
the degree to which an input value belongs to a fuzzy
set is calculated in this layer

Layer 3 This is the rule node. The output of each node in this
layer is determined by the fuzzy AND operation. Here
the product operation is utilized to determine the firing
strength of each rule

Layer 4 Nodes in this layer are called consequent nodes. The
input to a node in layer 4 is the output delivered from
layer 3 and the other inputs are the input variables
from layer 1

Layer 5 Each node in this layer corresponds to one output
variable. The defuzzification is performed here

In the learning process, the parameters associated with the
membership functions change, this change is an optimization
essentially facilitated by a gradient vector. Using a combina-
tion of back-propagation and with the use of a least squares
method, the fuzzy inference system is able to learn from the
model data. A system is suited for modeling of non-linear
systems by interpolating multiple linear models. This gradi-
ent vector provides a measure of how well the fuzzy inference
system is modeling the input or output data for a given set
of parameters. When the gradient vector is obtained, any of
several optimization routines can be applied in order to adjust
the parameters to reduce some error measure. This error mea-
sure is usually defined by the sum of the squared difference
between actual and desired outputs.

The modeling concept used by ANFIS is similar to many
system identification techniques. First, hypothesize a para-
meterized model structure relating inputs to membership
functions to rules to outputs to membership functions, and
so on. Next, collect input/output data in a form that will be
usable by ANFIS for parameters is fully representative of the
features of the data that the trained FIS is intended to model.
In some cases however, data is collected using noisy mea-
surements, and the training data cannot be representative of
all the features of the data that will be presented to the model.
In such situations, model validation is helpful.

Learning disability measurement tool using ANFIS
method is a nonlinear regression, in which several input
attributes such as signs and symptoms of LD are used to
predict another continuous attribute as output variable in LD
prediction. In the study, we are using 16 attributes which are
the signs and symptoms of LD. About 1,020 real data sets,
some of which contain missing values are used. In the pre-
processing stage, missing values are imputed by closest fit
algorithm and the 16 attributes are reduced to seven by PCA.
Data scarcity and input space partitioning are the two prob-
lems to be taken care while designing the LD tool. For solving
the problem of data scarcity, we have divided the data sets
into two viz. test data and training data. The test data is used
for model evaluation and the training data is used for model
building. For solving the problem of input space partitioning,
the attributes are reduced using PCA. The percentage of LD
to be analyzed is determined by the attribute characteristics.
The ANFIS function is used here for training the new system
and that result is used to evaluate the system performance.

In our work, we are defining three output variables such as
LD-Low, LD-Minor and LD-Major. Here, we are using the
Sugano Fuzzy model, where each input is assumed to have
two associated membership functions. The eight input space
is partitioned into two overlapping fuzzy regions, each of
which is governed by a fuzzy IF THEN rule. The surface area
of membership function for LD prediction, obtained from the
study, is shown in Fig. 15 below. It helps in determining how
the inputs are related to output variable LD.
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Table 7 Input and output processing of ANFIS architecture layers

Particulars Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5

Functions Calculate
membership value
for premise
parameter

Firing strength of rule Normalize firing
strength

Consequent
parameters

Overall output

Process Output O1,i for node
i = 1, 2
O1,i = µAi (x1)

Use T-norm (min,
product, fuzzy
AND, . . . )

Ratio of ith rule’s
firing strength vs. all
rules’ firing strength

Takagi–Sugeno type
output

O5,1 = ∑
i

wi fi =
∑

i wi fi∑
i wi

O4, j = wi fi = wi
(pi x1 + qi x2 + ri )

Output is linear in
consequent parameters p,
q, r

Output O1,i for node
i = 3, 4
O1,i = µBi−2 (x2)

where ‘A’ is a
linguistic label
(small, large, . . .)

O2,I = wi
= µAi (x1)µBi (x2)

(for i = 1, 2)

O3,i = wi = wi
w1+w2

(for i = 1,2)
Consequent

parameters{pi, qi,
ri}

= w1
w1+w2

f1 + w1
w1+w2

f2

= w1(p1x1 + q1x2 + r1)

+w2(p2x2 + q2x2 + r2)

= (w1x1)p1 + (w1x2)q1
+(w1)r1 + (w2x2)p2
+(w2x2)q2 + (w2)r2

µA(x1) = 1

1l
∣∣∣ x1−ci

ai

∣∣∣
2

Node
output

Membership value of
input

Firing strength of rule Normalized firing
strengths

Evaluation of right
hand side
polynomials

Weighted evaluation of
RHS polynomials

Fig. 14 ANFIS network

Fig. 15 Surface viewer of LD prediction

Before training a fuzzy inference system, we divided the
data set into training and test sets. Training set is used to churn
a fuzzy model, while the test set is used to determine when
training should be terminated to prevent over fitting. In this
study, the fuzzy models trained by the ANFIS command in
the fuzzy logic tool box. ANFIS command utilizes iterative
optimization technique to fine tune parameters and the train-
ing process. An efficient least square method is employed in
the inner loop of ANFIS and the performance after the epoch
is usually a good index of how well the fuzzy model will per-
form after further training. Here, we are performing ten fuzzy
models each with a single epoch of ANFIS training. The
results obtained after ten iterations, using the fuzzy logic tool
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Table 8 ANFIS running results

1 1.18109e−005

2 7.70929e−006

3 9.42699e−006

4 6.36613e−006

5 7.41311e−006

6 1.44426e−005

7 7.74266e−006

8 1.35175e−005

9 7.67096e−006

10 9.03833e−006

Table 9 FISMAT information

Fismat 2 = name: ‘anfis’

type: ‘sugeno’ And Method: ‘prod’

Or Method: ‘max’ defuzzMethod: ‘wtaver’

Imp Method: ‘prod’ Agg Method: ‘max’

input: [1×5 struct] output: [1×1 struct]

rule: [1×243 struct] —

Table 10 ANFIS information

Number of nodes: 524 Number of linear parameters: 1,458

Number of nonlinear
parameters: 60

Total number of parameters: 1,518

Number of training
data pairs: 200

Number of checking data pairs: 0

Number of fuzzy rules: 243 —

box in MatLab, are as given in Table 8 above. The step size
decreases to 0.009000 after epoch 9. Designated epoch num-
ber reached at epoch 10 and ANFIS training completed there.

The new generated fuzzy inference system is used to eval-
uate the test cases. After running the program, the informa-
tion about FISMAT and ANFIS is obtained as given in Tables
9 and 10 respectively above.

4.2.5 LD prediction results

After evaluating the performance of the system based on the
new fuzzy inference system, we got the results as shown in
Table 11 below.

4.3 Design of LD tool

Learning disability measurement tool is designed based on
the MatLab GUI. The facilities present in MatLab GUI are
used in this prediction tool. This GUI contains different but-
tons. These buttons are associated with a function. When the
FILE button is activated, the type of data used for training

Table 11 Test results of LD prediction

S. No. Particulars Numbers

1 Data set used for training 507

2 Number of data set used for testing 513

3 Number of instances correctly classified 513

4 Number of instances incorrectly classified 0

is uploaded. The buttons available in the tool for different
operations are preprocessing, training and testing. When the
preprocessing button is activating, it will check the miss-
ing value positions and impute the appropriate values there.
When the training button is activating, based on the selected
classification algorithm, it will perform the ANN and ANFIS
training. Finally, when the test button is activated it will per-
form the test procedure. The classification algorithm is then
selected from the GUI. Then the next process of creation of a
report of the student details takes place. In the test procedure
based on ANN, there are 16 small buttons from which we can
choose the input attributes based on the information collected
from the child. After pressing the test button, corresponding
information is displayed on the LD prediction result box. If
we are choosing the ANFIS as the classification algorithm,
another concept, viz. PCA, is included in the function of
ANFIS program for reducing the number of attributes. Why
we prefer to apply the PCA concept is that, some attributes
have less contribution in LD prediction. We are using only
seven attributes from the total of 16 by eliminating the others
using PCA. When the test button is activate, the correspond-
ing result will be displayed on the LD prediction (Reduced
Attribute) result box. Accordingly, we are obtaining a result
indicating the class of LD, viz, low, minor or major and its
percentage, pertaining to a child. This result is very helpful
for the children, parents and teachers to know the seriousness
of LD and to recommend for providing remedial solutions. A
typical result obtained in the GUI of the tool designed using
the neuro fuzzy method is shown in Fig. 16 below. It can be
seen from the figure that, the child is having LD, its class is
low and percentage of LD is 60 %. The low LD is a normal
state but it shows some similarities with that of children hav-
ing LD. So we have to observe the percentage of LD present
in that particular child, whether it is increasing or decreas-
ing. Most probably this may reduce or disappear after some
years. On further observations, if it is found increasing, it
means that the LD present in the child tends to a minor state,
which is at a higher grade than that of low state. As such, the
developed tool is very helpful for the teachers as well as the
parents for giving more concentrations/remedial measures to
the children.

Another typical result for a child having LD class minor
with LD 52 % is shown in Fig. 17. This minor LD of 52 %
is somehow higher than that of low LD of 60 %. From the
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Fig. 16 A typical case of GUI
output with class low and LD
60 %

Fig. 17 A typical case of GUI
output with class minor and LD
52 %

percentage of LD and its class, we can understand the depth
of LD faced by the children. Hence, based on the class and
percentage of LD, we can provide the appropriate remedial
solution to the child.

The third typical case we have observed is that the class of
LD major with LD 88 % as shown in Fig. 18. Even though, it is
a very complicated case, if it is identified in an early stage we

can provide a very good remedial solution and moral support
to the children in early days. This will certainly improve the
child’s confidence and get a good change in his future. The
GUI output obtianed in a typical case for a child having no
LD is shown at Fig. 19 below.

As such, the designed tool is a very good scaling for
the learning disability measurement. In the study, we are
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Fig. 18 A typical case of GUI
output with class major and LD
88 %

using three input method—one for neural network, second
for fuzzy input and third for fuzzy with reduced attribute
method. If we are selecting the neuro fuzzy as the classifier
then we are choosing the input method as fuzzy wth reduced
attribute. From the above, it is seen that both the two basic
algorithm ANN and ANFIS used for the prediction of LD
in this study are found to be very accurate in classification.
These two methods are applied in two ways. The results
obtained from the two methods are shown. The results of
neural network such as training process, performance, vali-
dation, etc. are provided. In the case of ANFIS, the results
obtained contain the number of nodes, parameters, number
of rules, number of training pairs, etc. The study reveals that,
both these functions applied in MatLab GUI for the predic-
tion of learning disabilities in children shows a high accuracy
in LD prediction. Ultimately, the tool is found very effective
in LD prediction and suggesting remedies for the help of
children, parents and teachers.

5 Result analysis and findings

The designed tool for predicting the LD in school age chil-
dren and determining the class of LD viz. low, minor or major
and its percentage measurement using the two data mining
methods ANN and ANFIS, is found very accurate. It is very
helpful for the children, parents and teachers to identify the
learning disabilities at an early stage. ANN with back propa-
gation classification algorithm is used in classification of LD.
It is important in this study that we are using data preprocess-
ing for imputing missing attribute values. The missing values

have very high impact on the classification algorithm. Obvi-
ously almost all the classification algorithms ignore the miss-
ing values. In our study, we have imputed the missing values
in the data set using closest fit algorithm. After this, we found
some attributes are irrelevant. So we have used PCA to reduce
the 16 attributes to 7. These seven attributes are applied for
ANFIS classification and we obtained very effective results.
This approach of using neural network, ANN with data min-
ing and ANFIS gives very accurate and strong results in pre-
diction of learning disabilities in children. The result of our
experimental analysis reveals that the significant attributes of
LD and predicts the percentage of LD in each child. We have
implemented our proposed approach in MatLab. In this study,
we have used 1,020 real world dataset which were collected
from LD clinics and schools in and around Cochin, India.
In this study, based on the PCA method, we have extracted
the most important attributes of LD from the 16 attributes.
After the data preprocessing, all the predefined classes are
obtained or trained based on ANFIS. The 16 attributes used
in the form of a check list for the assessment of LD are the
very signs and symptoms of LD that are using in LD clin-
ics. In all our previous works on LD prediction (Julie and
Balakrishnan 2010a,c, 2011a,c), we could not have to find
the strength or percentage of LD and its class. This prob-
lem has been well catered by the present tool designed by
us and also stores the student details in the student data base
which can be retrieved as and when required. It is found
that from the 16 attributes, some have a very good role in
the prediction of LD. Some of the children have one or two
LD attributes present in them. So, in normal case, we are
thinking that their case is very mild. But in real situation, the
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Fig. 19 A typical case of GUI
output with no LD

Table 12 Comparison of classification results

Parameters Classifiers

J48 Naive Bayes SVM ANN New ANN New ANFIS

Number of instances used for classification 513 513 513 513 513 513

Correctly classified instances, nos. (%) 500 (97.47) 426 (83.04) 502 (97.86) 502 (97.86) 508 (99.03) 513 (100)

Incorrectly classified instances, nos. (%) 13 (2.53) 87 (16.96) 11 (2.14) 11 (2.14) 5 (0.97) 0 (0)

Time taken to build a model (in s) 0.08 0.06 3.92 18.03 1.28 1.28

contribution of these one or two attributes may be high in
occurring LD. These things, which are not at all least in any-
way, can be easily determined by this tool rather manually.
With the help of the designed prediction system, we can also
predict the different risk level of LD. The results obtained
from the study can be shown in the GUI designed by us.
Some researchers are doing the identification of dyslexia, a
type of LD, in children (Maitrei and Prasad 2010). Com-
pared to their works, our work is entirely different and our
results shows more effectiveness in prediction of LD and its
percentage. The importance in our work is that, we have pre-
cisely performed the data preprocessing and data reduction
in LD prediction. The results are very beneficial to the par-
ents, teachers and the institutions. Because they are able to
diagnose the child’s problem at an early stage and can go for
the proper treatments/counseling at the correct time so as to
avoid the academic and social losses.

6 Comparison of results

The results obtained from this study are compared with the
results of our other similar studies conducted in the data
mining tool weka based on J48, Naive Bayes, Support Vec-
tor Machines (SVM) and Muliti Layer Perceptron classi-
fiers (Julie and Balakrishnan 2010b, 2011c). The compar-
ison of the results is shown in Table 12 above. From this
comparison, we can see that the tool designed by us based
on New ANN and New ANFIS is better in terms of clas-
sification and accuracy. In the data preprocessing stage, we
applied some methods such as closest fit algorithm for imput-
ing missing values and PCA for attribute reduction in New
ANN and New ANFIS. From the comparison of results, it
can be seen that, these preprocessing methods are effectively
improves the accuracy of ANN and ANFIS in prediction of
LD.
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7 Conclusion and future works

In this paper, we have developed a new approach in two data
mining methods, ANN and ANFIS, to effectively and accu-
rately predict the LD in school age children, its class like
low, minor or major and LD percentage. This study mainly
focuses on designing a tool for the measurement of LD based
on data mining concepts. Accuracy of decision-making can
be improved by using our good methods of missing value
imputing, attributes reduction and applying the classification.
While applying on the same dataset, it shows an accuracy of
about 100 %. This study has been carried out on 1,020 real
world data sets. More work need to be carried out on quantita-
tive data as that is an important part of any data set. In future,
more research is required to apply the same approach for
large data set consisting of all relevant attributes. The work
is a study of the proposed approach by applying it to large
datasets and analyzing the completeness and effectiveness of
the LD tool designed based on ANN and ANFIS methods in
data mining.

The designed tool in data mining with ANN and ANFIS
methods for LD measurement shows that, it is better than
other classifiers such as J48, Naïve Bayes, SVM and MLP
in terms of efficiency and accuracy. Imputing missing values
and dimensionality reduction using PCA are having good
roles in predicting LD. The results from the experiments on
these dataset suggest that the designed LD tool gives more
precise results for classification and prediction of LD. Our
future research work will focus on fuzzy-decision tree for
exploring the possibilities of getting much more insights in
prediction of learning disabilities.
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